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※Online Terms & Rules 1. Online Service & Game Conditions The website
and game service used by HES are provided by HES. This is an online

game where you can interact with other users. Please read and
understand the below conditions, and be assured that your use of the
website and service will be in accordance with them. ※In case of any

violation of these terms or any game rule, we as HES have the right to
suspend or terminate your use of the website or service and remove your
account.※ ※Online game rules ※System limitations 3. MMO elements that

are temporarily unavailable in the game may occur, and the amount of
data may be increased.※ ※Cancellation of your account ※Data and other

information 4. Information gathered in connection with your use of the
website and service will be treated in accordance with the Personal

Information Protection Policy.※ ※Problems with the website and service 5.
If there are problems with the website and service, HES may not be able
to detect the problem or be able to resolve it immediately. In such cases,

we ask that you notify us of the problem as soon as you detect it.※
※Limitation of liability and dispute settlement 6. HES has the right to

amend, supplement, suspend or terminate the conditions of the website
and service or change any policies, terms and conditions at any time,

without prior notice.※ ※Other terms 7. 8. ※HES’ decision on any matters
may be based on any justification or set of facts whatsoever. ※In the case
of a dispute between the parties, the decision will be made based on the

clauses regarding “Limitation of liability and dispute settlement” and
“Problems with the website and service”. ※The rights granted under the
conditions of the website and service should be exercised in accordance
with the laws that apply to the country in which the website is hosted.Q:
Ruby - create 2 arrays from hash values? I'd like to create 2 arrays from
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the values of a hash. To restate the question, I would like to use a hash's
values to create 2 arrays in Ruby. I have this: my_hash = { "
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Elden Ring Features Key:
 Unique character development system with “Creativity” Gain control over your character’s parts

and combine them freely to become whatever type of character you want to become.
 Unique and Mighty Weapons Equip weapons, magic, and armor that you think fit your play style as

you adventure freely in the Lands Between.
 Receive Assistance from a Variety of NPCs Various NPCs will appear from time to time. Together
with them, delve into the depths of the Lands Between and make valuable discoveries in battle.

 Acquire skills and enhance battles Improve skills like offensive, defensive, and offensive magic by
acquiring a variety of battle skills that you can use even in non-battle situations.

 Dungeons and varying maps Exploring and battling in the Lands Between brings excitement and
fulfillment as you make new discoveries. “Exploring and battle are enjoyable and stimulating. And
then when you make real-life connections via the story that unfolds, you can’t get enough of it. It’s

rare for a game to have this kind of connectivity.”  — Mario Kusakari

The game has a special expiry period of 30 days from release, so if you want to register, please do so no
later than the end of the date on the product page.

● Community categories
○ Action RPG Game○ A game with a unique RPG system that offers a plethora of possibilities. The ideal

action RPG Game!○ 3D RPG Game○ An action RPG that integrates RPG elements into a world full of
excitement. Develop your own character and fight in the lands between!○ RPG GameTarnished○ Rise and
be guided by grace to fight with all your might as an Elden Lord to sway others over to your side.The lands
between is where the nature of mankind is being challenged. And it’s your job to fend for the people who

live in the ruins that do not belong to any faction... All the earth's races are melded. What have become of
our world?
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